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W

e present the fundamentals of multipleinput, multiple-output (MIMO) signal processing for mode-division multiplexing
(MDM) in multimode fiber (MMF). As an
introduction, we review current long-haul
optical transmission systems and how continued traffic growth
motivates study of new methods to increase transmission capacity
per fiber. We describe the key characteristics of MIMO channels in
MMF, contrasting these with wireless MIMO channels. We review
MMF channel models, the statistics derived from them, and their
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implications for MDM system performance and complexity. We
show that optimizing performance and complexity requires management of channel parameters—particularly group delay (GD)
spread and mode-dependent loss and gain—by design of transmission fibers and optical amplifiers, and by control of mode coupling
along the link. We describe a family of fibers optimized for low GD
spread, which decreases with an increasing number of modes. We
compare the performance and complexity of candidate MIMO signal processing architectures in a representative long-haul system
design, and show that programmable frequency-domain equalization (FDE) of chromatic dispersion (CD) and adaptive FDE of
modal dispersion (MD) is an attractive combination. We review
two major algorithms for adaptive FDE of MD—least mean
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of modes propagating in MMF provides another option for increasing the number of spatial dimensions [2]. A waveguide mode is
defined as a pattern of the optical electric field that propagates
without changing, apart from an amplitude change and phase
shift. Different waveguide modes are mutually orthogonal, so they
provide independent spatial dimensions for data transmission.
Although propagation over long distances causes coupling
Introduction
between signals in different modes, received signals can be sepaSpurred by high-definition video streaming, multimedia file sharrated by MIMO processing. Throughout this article, we use D to
ing, cloud computing, mobile networking, online gaming, and
other information technologies,
denote the total number of modes,
worldwide data traffic is growing at a
including spatial and polarization
With careful physical
rate estimated to exceed 50% annudimensions. A “single-mode” fiber
link design and judicious
ally [1]. Long-haul optical fiber netallows propagation of one spatial
choice of signal processing
works form the backbone of the
mode in two polarizations, a total of
Internet, and scaling to higher
D = 2 modes. A 2 # 2 MIMO transarchitectures, it is possible
throughput and lower cost per bit is
mission
in SMF is also known as
to overcome MIMO signal
essential to ensure continued growth
polarization-division
multiplexing
processing challenges
of information technologies. For four
(PDM).
By
increasing
the
core diamein MDM systems.
decades, optical networks have
ter and adjusting the refractive index
exploited significant progress in physprofile, an MMF with circular cross
ical technologies, including low-loss single-mode fibers (SMFs),
section can be designed to support D = 6, 10, 12, 16, 20, 24, 30, f
high-performance lasers and modulators, and low-noise optical
modes. Fibers supporting these small values of D are sometimes
amplifiers. In parallel, communication methods have evolved to
called “few-mode fibers” to distinguish them from the MMFs used
multiplex information in various physical dimensions in SMFs,
in short-range data communications, which support up to hunincluding time, frequency, quadrature phase and polarization, a
dreds of modes.
trend hastened in recent years by coherent optical receivers using
Figure 1 shows the general structure of a long-haul MDM
large-scale digital circuits for signal processing and error-correctransmission system. At the transmitter, at each wavelength, D
tion decoding. The transmission capacity per fiber, after decades
signals are modulated with data streams and mapped into two
of exponential growth sustained by these technologies [2], is now
polarizations and D/2 spatial modes, a fixed transmit basis comapproaching fundamental information-theoretic limits imposed
prising D orthogonal modes. Signals from up to about 100 transby optical amplifier noise and by the nonlinear response of the silmitters at different wavelengths are combined by a wavelength
ica fiber medium [3]. Digital signal processing methods can mitimultiplexer, as in a conventional SMF system. As signals propagate
gate nonlinear effects [4], enabling denser constellations and
through multiple spans of fiber, loss is compensated by optical
increasing transmission capacity, but at the cost of high complexamplifiers designed to amplify multiple modes at multiple waveity and power consumption.
lengths. At the receiving end, different wavelengths are demultiNew types of fibers, which provide more spatial dimensions,
plexed. The signal at each wavelength is separated into D/2 spatial
provide intriguing options for increasing transmission capacity
modes and two polarizations, i.e., projected onto a fixed receive
per fiber. Multicore fibers provide one option [2]. By incorporating
basis of D modes. The signal in each mode is mixed with a local
multiple cores in a single strand of glass, they provide a proporoscillator, downconverting it to baseband. After sampling, digital
tional increase in the number of spatial dimensions. The plurality
signal processing implements several essential functions, which
squares (LMS) and recursive least squares (RLS)—and analyze
their complexity, throughput efficiency, and convergence time. We
demonstrate that, with careful physical link design and judicious
choice of signal processing architectures, it is possible to overcome MIMO signal processing challenges in MDM systems.
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[Fig1] A long-haul optical transmission system using mode-division multiplexing.
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[TABLE 1] a comparison of MIMO channels in wireless systems and in MDM optical systems.
Attribute

Wireless

Optical

Channel inputs and outputs
Number of inputs or outputs
Carrier frequency
Symbol rate
Additive noise

Signals at antennas
2, 3, 4, 5, 6,…
0.8–6 GHz (most phone and Wi-Fi bands)
10 s of Mbaud
Thermal noise (classical)

Complex amplitudes in modes
2, 6, 10, 12, 16, 20, 24, 30,…
185–196 THz (optical amplifier bands)
10 s of Gbaud
Spontaneous emission (quantum)

Interference and distortion

Cochannel interference (linear)

Dispersion

Multipath propagation

Delay spread (rms)

10 s of ns (indoors)
100 s of ns (outdoors)
Multipath propagation
Large (e.g., i.i.d. Rayleigh)
Terminal motion (Doppler)
~1 ms (driving or walking speeds)
May require space-time coding

Intrachannel distortion (nonlinear)
Interchannel interference (nonlinear)
Frequency-dependent group index (CD)
Mode-dependent group index (MD)
100 s of ns (long haul)

Fading
Amplitude variations in channel matrix
Origin of channel variations
Channel variation time scale
Diversity

Optical amplifier mode-dependent gain
Small (e.g., near-unitary)
Fiber motion (mode coupling)
10 to 100 s of μs (vibration or impact)
Inherent frequency diversity

than thermal energy, the dominant noise is spontaneous emission
include automatic gain control, timing recovery, carrier recovery,
from inline optical amplifiers. In glass fibers, the refractive index is
and MIMO equalization that compensates for CD, MD, and mode
weakly dependent on the local light intensity. This so-called Kerr
coupling, separating the D multiplexed data signals [5].
nonlinearity causes self-phase modulation, a form of intrachannel
Making long-haul MDM systems a practical reality requires
distortion, and also cross-phase moddevelopment of new fibers and other
ulation and four-wave mixing, which
optical components supporting mulMaking long-haul
are forms of adjacent-channel intertiple spatial modes, including modal
MDM systems a practical
ference. In current systems, these
(de)multiplexers, wavelength (de)
reality requires development
nonlinear effects are treated as
multiplexers, wavelength-selective
“noise.” It is possible to mitigate
of new fibers and other
switches, and inline optical amplifithem partially by digital backpropaers. Implementing transceivers supoptical components
gation [4], which would allow some
porting multiple spatial modes while
supporting multiple
increase in spectral efficiency, but at
reducing the cost, size, and power
spatial modes.
the cost of increased signal processconsumption per information bit will
ing complexity, which precludes its
require extensive photonic and elecimplementation in current hardware technologies.
tronic integration. Likewise, it will require efficient, high-perforIn wireless MIMO systems, multipath propagation causes linmance MIMO signal processing architectures, which are the
ear distortion, with a delay spread depending mainly on the envisubject of this article.
ronment. Multipath also causes fading, which can cause the signal
energy in a narrow band to vary by tens of decibels. These wireless
Comparison of Wireless
channel properties vary randomly at rates depending on the speed
and Optical MIMO Transmission
of transceiver or scatterer motion. In a narrowband MIMO system,
Over the past 15 years, MIMO wireless transmission has profading causes the instantaneous capacity to fluctuate, potentially
gressed from its information-theoretic foundations [6] to recent
causing an outage, and if a system does not provide sufficient frecommercialization. MDM, as an optical form of MIMO transmisquency or time diversity, then space-time coding may be required
sion, shares some similarities with wireless MIMO transmission.
to achieve reliable operation [6].
But optical and wireless MIMO channels exhibit some fundamenIn optical MIMO systems, linear distortion arises from two
tal differences. A comparison of these two types of MIMO channels
mechanisms. First, the group refractive index of a mode is freis given in Table 1.
quency dependent, an effect called CD that is similar in SMF and
Wireless systems use lower carrier frequencies, where bandMMF. At frequencies employed in long-haul systems, CD arises
width is limited and regulated. Optical systems use far higher carfrom the inherent material dispersion of glass and from frequencyrier frequencies, where bandwidth is limited mainly by the gain
dependent confinement of the mode in the waveguide, an opposspectra of optical amplifiers. In wireless, the dominant noise is
ing contribution that is typically smaller in magnitude. Second,
thermal, since the carrier photon energy is far less than thermal
the group refractive index is slightly different for different modes.
energy, while in dense user environments, linear cochannel interIn SMF, with only D = 2 polarization modes, this is called polarference from other users can become the dominant “noise.” In
optical systems, where the carrier photon energy is far greater
ization-mode dispersion (PMD) [7] and causes a delay spread of
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only 10s of ps. In MMF, the effect is called MD and can cause a
delay spread up to 100s of ns. In optical MIMO systems, fading
arises because different modes may experience different gains in
optical amplifiers (or different losses in fibers), effects collectively
called mode-dependent loss (MDL) [8]. In SMF D = 2 , this effect
is called polarization-dependent loss (PDL). If managed carefully,
root-mean-square (rms) MDL fluctuations are expected to be
smaller than 10 dB, so the channel matrix remains near-unitary.
Both MD and MDL may vary randomly over time and frequency
because of random coupling between modes caused by perturbations of the fiber, including index imperfections and bends [9]. In
response to mechanical perturbations of the fiber, optical MIMO
channels are expected to fluctuate on the time scale of 10 s–100 s
of ns [10], [11]. In optical MIMO systems, the product of delay
spread and symbol rate far exceeds unity, yielding efficient frequency diversity that reduces capacity fluctuations [12]. As a
result, all D spatial dimensions can be exploited for multiplexing,
and none need be sacrificed for diversity.
A final comparison concerns the choice of single- versus multicarrier modulation. The latter is often implemented as orthogonal
frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM). Comparison between
the two approaches is a perennial topic in wireless research and
has motivated study of multicarrier techniques for optical PDM
and MDM [13]. In wireless communications, when single- and
multicarrier systems are optimally designed, they achieve similar
performance and complexity. By contrast, in long-haul optical systems, single-carrier modulation is less impacted by fiber nonlinearity than multicarrier modulation [14], and single-carrier has
been used in all commercial systems to date. Nevertheless, the single-carrier FDE methods described below can be adapted to OFDM
with only minor modifications.
MDM Channel Model and Statistics
In this section, we describe the modeling of MDM channels in
MMF, emphasizing the effect of mode coupling on the channel
GD spread and fading statistics. We provide an MDM system
example to illustrate how the GD spread affects MIMO signal
processing complexity and performance.

fiber. Since these modes are fixed, we can represent the propagating signal by a D # 1 vector of complex amplitudes A ^ z, Xh =
6 A 1 ^ z, X h g A D ^ z, X h@T, which we write as A ^X h . Ignoring
noise, linear propagation through the fiber can be described by
A^outh (X) = M (X) A^inh (X), (1)
where A^inh (X) and A^outh (X) represent the input and output
and M ^X h is a propagation operator described by a D # D
matrix. In SMF (D = 2), the A ^ z, Xh and M ^X h are the Jones
vector and Jones matrix [7].
Because of perturbations inducing mode coupling, signals
evolve randomly as they propagate through a fiber, and their
complex envelopes remain correlated over a characteristic correlation length. A fiber can be modeled as a concatenation of
multiple sections [9], each of length roughly equal to the correlation length. This is a generalization of the multisection
model used in modeling PMD and PDL in SMF [15]. As shown
in Figure 2, a long-haul system is composed of K amp spans,
each comprising a fiber of length L amp, followed by an amplifier to compensate for the mode-averaged loss of the fiber.
Each span is subdivided into K sec sections, each of length
L sec . The overall system has K tot = K amp K sec sections and
total length L tot = K amp L amp = K amp K sec L sec .
The propagation operator can be represented as [9]
M tot ^X h = exp c -

The exponential factor represents mode-averaged propagation,
where br 2 represents mode-averaged CD per unit length (for
simplicity, we neglect the mode-averaged GD). The matrix
M ^X h represents mode-dependent effects, including MDL, MD,
and crosstalk caused by mode coupling. It can be written as a
product over the K amp spans
M ^Xh =

K amp

% M^kh ^Xh, (3)

k=1

where M^ kh ^X h represents propagation in the k th span. Assuming MDL in the transmission fibers is negligible compared to
that in the amplifiers [5], it can be written

Matrix Propagation Model
A signal at frequency X propagating along the z-axis in a MMF
can be represented as an electric field vector E (x, y, z, X) =
/ iD= 1 A i (z, X) E i (x, y, X), where the E i (x, y, X), i = 1, f, D,
are the orthonormal waveguide modes of an ideal unperturbed

M^ kh ^X h = diag ;exp c
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[Fig2] The multisection model of a long-haul MDM system.
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Amplifier


(4)

K ^X h = diag 6exp ^- jXx 1h f exp ^- jXx D h@ , (5)
where the x i, i = 1, f, D, are the uncoupled modal GDs, which
D
satisfy / i = 1 x i = 0 and have rms spread v x . The matrices
^ k, l h
V
and U^ k, l h are frequency-independent unitary matrices
representing the random mode coupling in the l th section of
the k th span. The symbol H denotes Hermitian conjugate.
Mode coupling in fibers may be induced by random or intentional index perturbations, bends or stresses. Many random perturbations have low-pass longitudinal power spectra, so they
strongly couple modes having nearly equal propagation constants, but weakly couple modes having highly unequal propagation constants [9]. When mode coupling occurs only between
nearly degenerate modes in the same mode group, which is the
weak-coupling regime, V^ k, l h and U^ k, l h are block unitary matrices. When mode coupling occurs with approximately equal
strength between all modes, V^ k, l h and U^ k, l h are fully random
unitary matrices. Further assuming the correlation length is
short relative to the system length, so the number of independent
sections is large, this corresponds to the strong-coupling regime.
In this regime, as shown below, the GD spread and the MDL
spread are reduced, and the statistics of MD and MDL approach
limiting distributions. Strong mode coupling is highly beneficial
in long-haul MDM systems.
Modal Dispersion
Having described the channel model, we discuss the effect of
mode coupling on the statistics of the modal GDs, which governs MIMO equalizer complexity. We ignore MDL for simplicity.
Given the operator M ^X h describing MD and mode coupling, a
GD operator is defined as G = j ^2M ^X h /2X h M ^X hH [16],
^th
^th
whose eigenvalues are the coupled GDs ^x 1 , f, x D h, ordered
^th
^th
^th
as x 1 # x 2 # g # x D .
Assume that in the absence of coupling, the fiber has peakto-peak (p-p) and rms GD spread per unit length Db 1, pp and
Db 1, rms . Then in each section, the uncoupled GDs x i ,
i = 1, f, D in (5) have p-p spread Db 1, pp L sec and rms spread
v x = Db 1, rms L sec .
In the weak-coupling regime, the p-p coupled GD spread of
^th
^th
the system is x D - x 1 = Db 1, pp K sec L sec = Db 1, pp L tot , a deterministic quantity that scales linearly with the total number of
sections K tot or the total fiber length L tot .
In the strong-coupling regime, which assumes all modes
^th
^th
couple equally and K tot 22 1, the coupled GDs ` x 1 , f, x D j
are random variables. The rms coupled GD spread of the system
is v gd = K tot $ v x = Db 1, rms L sec L tot , which scales with the
square root of K tot or L tot [9]. By the central limit theorem, the

Probability Density Function

The first factor in M^ kh ^X h describes uncoupled MDL in the kth
(k)
amplifier. The g i , i = 1, f, D, are the uncoupled modal gains
measured in log power gain units (proportional to decibels). They
(k)
satisfy / iD= 1 g i = 0 and have rms spread v g (assumed to be the
same for all amplifiers). The second factor in M^ kh ^X h describes
MD and mode coupling in the k th span and is a product over the
K sec sections. The matrix K ^X h describes uncoupled MD in each
section (assumed to be the same for all sections)

D=2
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[Fig3] Pdfs of normalized coupled GDs for d = 2, 12, and 3
modes.

GD operator becomes a zero-trace Gaussian unitary ensemble.
The statistics of the coupled GDs are given by the statistics of
the eigenvalues of the ensemble, and depend only on D and
v gd [9]. Figure 3 shows the probability density function (pdf) of
the coupled GDs, normalized by v gd, for several values of D.
When D = 2, the pdf is Maxwellian, which is known from the
study of PMD [17]. For any D, the pdf peaks at D values of GD.
In the limit D " 3, the pdf approaches a semicircle with a
finite support 4v gd . The presence of MDL is expected to change
the GD statistics slightly, as noted for D = 2 [18]. The p-p cou^th
^th
pled GD spread ` x D - x 1 j determines the temporal memory
required in an equalizer for compensating MD [19], [20], as discussed below.
Mode-Dependent Gain and Loss
We now discuss the impact of mode coupling on the statistics
of MDL, which is the fading distribution governing the channel capacity of MDM systems [8]. Given the operator M ^X h
including MDL, MD and mode coupling, an MDL operator is
defined as M ^X h M ^X hH . Its eigenvalues are the system’s cou^th
^th
^th
pled MDL values ^ g 1 ^X h, f, g D ^X hh, ordered as g 1 ^X h $
^th
^th
g 2 ^X h $ g $ g D ^X h, measured in log power gain units.
These are the logarithms of the spatial subchannel gains that
determine MIMO channel capacity [8].
In the weak-coupling regime, the system’s p-p MDL spread
^th
^th
g 1 ^X h - g D ^X h is a deterministic quantity that scales linearly with the number of amplifiers K amp .
In the strong-coupling regime, which assumes all modes couple equally and the number of MDL sources (amplifiers) is large,
^th
^th
K amp 22 1, the system’s coupled gains ^ g 1 ^X h, f, g D ^X hh
are random variables. The statistics of coupled MDL depend only
on the number of modes D and on the rms accumulated MDL
p = K amp $ v g [8], which scales with the square root of K amp .
Equivalently, these statistics depend on the rms overall MDL
v mdl = p 1 + p 2 / ^ 12 ^ 1 - D -2 hh [18]. In the low-to-moderate
MDL range that is of practical interest, the logarithm of the MDL
operator is approximately a zero-trace Gaussian unitary ensemble
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Refractive Index

modes exhibit an opposite ordering
[8], so the statistics of MDL, normalManaging an MDM
of GDs [23]. However, this approach
ized by v mdl, are described by the
system’s end-to-end GD
may be difficult to scale to several
same distributions as the normalized
spread is crucial in
mode groups, since specific lengths
GDs, shown in Figure 3. Although
controlling the complexity
of several fiber types with specific GD
MDL can potentially make optical
and performance of MIMO
properties may be required. Also,
amplifier noise spatially nonwhite,
signal processing.
mode coupling may affect the GD
this noise becomes spatially white in
compensation obtained. Hence, we
the strong-coupling regime with a
adopt the approach described in [22],
large number of noise sources
using fibers with low uncoupled GD spread and relying on strong
K amp 22 1 [8].
mode coupling, induced by splices or other perturbations, to furIn long-haul MDM systems, round-trip propagation delay may
ther reduce the GD spread [9].
be tens of ms, and reliable channel state information (CSI) is not
We consider a family of fibers with graded-index core and
available at the transmitter. At any one frequency X, given a real^th
^th
graded depressed cladding (GIGDC), which have the desirable
ization of the subchannel gains ^ g 1 ^X h, f, g D ^X hh, the capac^th
properties that the rms uncoupled GD spread Db 1, rms decreases
ity (per unit frequency) is C = / iD= 1 log 2 ` 1 + t exp ^ g i ^X hhj,
with an increasing number of modes D [24]. The index profile for
where t is the mode-averaged transmitted signal power divided
by the mode-averaged received noise power [8]. As the rms accuD = 12 is shown in Figure 4. Fabrication techniques for these
mulated MDL increases, the average capacity decreases, and the
kinds of fibers are discussed in [25] and [26].
variance of capacity increases, increasing the probability of outage
To compensate for CD, a digital equalizer must have a dura^th
^th
[8]. Fortunately, the subchannel gains ^ g 1 ^X h, f, g D ^X hh vary
tion, measured in samples, given by [27]
over frequency, with a correlation bandwidth of approximately
1/v gd . As long as the symbol rate R s is high enough that
N CD = `2r br 2 L tot ^ ros R s h2j , (6)
R s v gd 22 1 (a condition easily satisfied in practice), efficient frequency diversity reduces the outage probability and the outage
capacity approaches the average capacity [12].
where ros is the oversampling rate, and ^ xh denotes the ceiling
function. Note that N CD scales linearly with the fiber length
Delay Spread: Management and Impact
L tot and quadratically with the symbol rate R s .
Managing an MDM system’s end-to-end GD spread is crucial in
To compensate for MD and modal crosstalk, a MIMO equalcontrolling the complexity and performance of MIMO signal
izer must have a duration sufficient to span the p-p coupled GD
^th
^th
processing. Here, we review strategies for GD spread managespread ` x D - x 1 j . Measured in samples, the required duration
^th
^th
ment and present an MDM system example to help illustrate
is N MD = ^^x D - x 1 h ros R sh , which scales linearly with R s . In
how the GD spread affects MIMO signal processing.
the weak-coupling regime, the p-p coupled GD spread
` x^Dt h - x^1t hj is deterministic, as noted above, and the required
Several early MDM experiments, e.g., [21], used fibers supporting two mode groups (D = 6), where a low GD spread can
equalizer duration, measured in samples, is
be realized by choosing a core radius at which the GD-versusradius curves for the two mode groups intersect [22]. This
N MD = ^Db 1, pp KL sec ros R sh = ^Db 1, pp L tot ros R sh , (7)
approach does not scale easily beyond two mode groups, since
the curves for different pairs of modes intersect at different
which scales linearly with the number of sections K tot or the
^th
^th
radii. An alternate approach minimizes GD spread by interconfiber length L tot . In the strong-coupling regime, ` x D - x 1 j is
necting different fiber types in which lower- and higher-order
random. As in [19] and [20], we define u D ^ p h such that an
^th
^th
equalizer duration v gd u D ^ p h is longer than ` x D - x 1 j with
probability 1 - p. For typical values of D and p ~ 10 -4 to 10 -6,
u D ^ p h ~ 4 to 5, as expected from Figure 3. The required equalizer duration, measured in samples, is
1.45

N MD = ` K tot v x u D ^ p h ros R sj = `Db 1, rms L sec L tot u D ^ p h ros R sj ,
(8)

1.445
1.44
–30

–20

–10
0
10
Radial Position (µm)

20

[Fig4] A fiber design with graded-index core and graded
depressed cladding for d = 12 modes.

30

which scales with the square-root of K tot or L tot .
To compare the equalizer memory length requirements
(6)–(8), we consider a long-haul transmission system with 20
fiber spans, each of length L amp = 100 km, assuming R s = 32
Gbaud, ros = 2 and p = 10 -5 . Figure 5 shows values of N CD
and N MD for GIGDC ﬁbers supporting D = 6, 12, 20, or 30
modes, as a function of K sec or L sec = L amp /K sec , comparing
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these to N CD for standard SMF. In the weak-coupling regime,
values of N MD for the GIGDC ﬁbers are up to an order of
magnitude larger than the values of N CD . In the strong-coupling regime, as K sec increases from 10 0 to 10 3 and L sec
decreases from 102 to 10–1 km, N MD becomes up to two or
three orders of magnitude smaller than the values of N CD . As
shown in [19] and discussed below, to counter the complexity
associated with the D # D matrix structure of the MIMO equalizer, it is desirable to have N MD at least an order of magnitude
smaller than N CD, which requires strong-mode coupling, even
with these optimized fibers.
Finally, for comparison purposes, we evaluate the memory length of PMD in standard SMF, denoted by N PMD .
Assuming Db 1, rms L sec = 0.1 ps/ km and u D ^ p h = 5, (8) yields
N PMD = 2, which is far smaller than N CD .

NMD or NCD (Sampling Intervals)

Section Length Lsec(km)
102
105

101
D = 20

100

10−1

D = 30 D = 6 D = 12

104
103
102 D = 20
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NCD, MMF
NCD, SMF

D = 30

101
100
100

101
102
Number of Section per Span Ksec

103

NMD, Strong Mode Coupling
NMD, Weak Mode Coupling

Receiver Signal Processing

[Fig5] The memory length (in sampling intervals) required to
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…
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…

…

compensate CD or MD, versus number of sections per span K sec
Architectures
or section length l sec, for a long-haul transmission with 20 spans
(
D
=
2
)
employ
homodyne
(or
intraReceivers for PDM in SMF
of GIGDC ﬁber, each 100-km long, with symbol rate R s = 32
dyne) downconversion and high-speed analog-to-digital converGbaud and oversampling ratio ros = 2.
sion, followed by fully digital processing [14], [27]. Digital
equalization compensates for linear channel effects, including CD,
PMD, and polarization crosstalk. Other functions implemented
(or PMD). Figure 6(b) shows a set of D equalizers for CD, foldigitally may include automatic gain control, timing recovery, carlowed by a D # D equalizer for MD (or PMD).
rier recovery, symbol demapping, and error-correction decoding.
These considerations, along with differences in delay spread
In receivers for MDM in MMF (D 2 2), most of these latter funcand MIMO dimensionality, provide the rationale for choosing different equalizer architectures for PDM and MDM receivers.
tions may be performed as in PDM receivers with straightforward
Most receivers for PDM in SMF (D = 2) use the architecture
modifications. However, compensation of linear channel effects,
especially MD and modal crosstalk, will require different architecof Figure 6(b) with a hybrid of FDE and TDE. Since N CD is large,
tures than in PDM receivers to achieve similar adaptation speed
two programmable FDEs compensate CD efficiently. Since N PMD
and complexity per information bit. The changes from PDM to
is small, an adaptive 2 # 2 TDE compensates PMD and polarizaMDM receivers are necessitated by the increased MIMO dimention crosstalk efficiently and facilitates fast adaptation [28].
sionality (D # D versus 2 # 2) and because MD in MMF has a
In MDM systems, both N CD and N MD are large, so TDE is not
delay spread far larger than PMD in SMF (N MD 22 N PMD) .
viable for either CD or MD, but the optimal FDE architecture is
not obvious. Combined equalization of CD and MD using an adapSeveral general considerations apply equally to PDM or MDM
tive D # D FDE, as in Figure 6(a), has the lowest computational
receivers:
complexity for equalization (not considering adaptation) [19]. But
■■ An equalizer for single-carrier modulation may use either
FDE or time-domain equalization (TDE).
FDE can handle long delay spreads (large
N CD or N MD) with lower computational
complexity than TDE by using the fast Fou1
Homodyne 1
Combined
rier transform (FFT) for efficient implemenEqualized
Downconverter
Equalizer
Symbols
tation of convolution.
Outputs
D×D
D
D
■■ CD is nearly fixed, changing very slightly
Rate rosRs
with temperature variations, so it can be
(a)
compensated by a programmable (but not
adaptive) equalizer. PMD (or MD) can change
1
1
CD Eq.
Homodyne
MD
Equalized
as fast as the 10–100 µs time scale [10], [11]
Downconverter
Equalizer
Symbols
and so requires an adaptive D # D MIMO
Outputs
D×D
D
D
CD Eq.
equalizer.
Rate rosRs
■■ Equalization of CD and MD (PMD in the
(b)
special case D = 2) can be performed
together or separately. Figure 6(a) shows a [Fig6] Single-carrier MIMO equalizer structures: (a) a combined equalizer for CD and
combined D # D equalizer for CD and MD MD (or PMD) and (b) separate equalizers.
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no MDL, l = 0.999, and n = 1.5 $ 10 -5) .

Number of
Complex Multiplications/Symbol

the FFT block length N FFT, which should scale in proportion to
N CD + N MD, becomes long, slowing down adaptation and impeding a single-chip realization. The separate equalizer structure of
Figure 6(b) represents a more practical alternative. CD is compensated by a set of D programmable FDEs with FFT block length
N FFT proportional to N CD, while MD and modal crosstalk (and
any residual CD) are compensated by an adaptive D # D FDE with
FFT block length N FFT dependent on N MD and D. While Figure
6(b) requires a slightly higher complexity than Figure 6(a) for
equalization alone [19], minimizing the FFT block length in the
adaptive D # D FDE facilitates fast adaptation and a single-chip
realization.
There are two well-known approaches for FFT-based FDE for
single-carrier modulation. Block convolution, e.g., overlap-save,
avoids any overhead associated with a cyclic prefix, but complicates the realization of an adaptive FDE, requiring additional FFTs
to enforce time-domain gradient constraints [29]. An alternate
approach, adopted here, is to prepend a cyclic prefix of length N CP

to each block of N FFT /ros symbols before transmission. The cyclic
prefix length N CP, must be no shorter than the channel delay
spread (N CD, N MD or N CD + N MD) . When using a cyclic prefix, linear filtering by the channel corresponds to a multiplicative relationship between the FFTs of input and output signal blocks,
which simplifies realization of FFT-based FDE. While cyclic prefix
transmission decreases complexity, it reduces system throughput
and average-power efficiency, as quantified by an efficiency parameter h CP = N FFT ^ N FFT + N CP h . Given a channel delay spread
defining N CP, h CP is maximized by choosing N FFT 22 N CP . Single-carrier modulation with FDE aided by a cyclic prefix or unique
word has become popular in wireless systems [30].
Adaptive Equalization
Assuming the architecture of Figure 6(b), we discuss adaptive frequency-domain implementation of the D # D equalizer for compensating MD, comparing the LMS and RLS algorithms. The
linear MIMO channel M ^X h corresponds to a D # D matrix
M 6k@ in the discrete frequency domain. The equalizer is described
by a D # D matrix W 6k@ . Since a typical channel matrix M 6k@ is
close to unitary, either LMS or RLS can yield a W 6k@ close to the
inverse of M 6k@ . Both LMS and RLS are designed to iteratively
minimize the squared error at all discrete frequencies. LMS is a
stochastic gradient descent minimization using instantaneous
error estimates [29], described by an update equation for the
equalizer at frequency k
W 6k@ ! W 6k@ + n ^ xu 6k@ - W 6k@ yu 6k@ h yu 6k@ H , (9)
where xu 6k@ = 6 X 1 6k@ f X D 6k@@T represents an FFT of sampled known training or detected data blocks, yu 6k@ =
6Y1 6k@ f YD 6k@@T represents an FFT of the sampled received
signals, and n is the step size. RLS involves iterative minimization of an exponentially weighted cost function [29], described
by update equations
W 6k@ ! W 6k@ + ^ xu 6k@ - W 6k@ yu 6k@h yu 6k@H ^R 6k@ l -1 h , (10)
R 6k@ ! ` R 6k@ l -1 j -
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[Fig8] The number of complex multiplications/symbol for
various frequency-domain equalization structures for d = 6, 12,
20, and 30 modes.

` R 6k@ l -1 j yu 6k@ yu 6k@H ` R 6k@ l -1 j
1 + yu 6k@H ` R 6k@ l -1 j yu 6k@

, (11)

where R 6k@ is an tracked inverse time-averaged weighted correlation matrix [24] and l is a forgetting factor.
The discrete frequencies for FDE are determined by the symbol rate R s, oversampling rate ros, and FFT block length N FFT,
while the cyclic prefix length must be at least equal to the MD
memory length N MD [24]. The choice of N FFT has major consequences on the system, as it affects the adaptation time, cyclic
prefix efficiency, and complexity. Given n tr, the number of
training blocks required until convergence, the adaptation time
is Tadapt = n tr ^ N FFT + N MD h Ts /ros , so fast adaptation favors small
N FFT . On the other hand, a high cyclic prefix efficiency h CP
favors a large N FFT . Overall computational complexity, including equalization and adaptation, is hardly affected by the choice
of N FFT over the range yielding acceptable Tadapt and h CP [24].
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for RLS than LMS for a given value of D. However, RLS conTo study adaptive FDE techniques, we consider the longverges to a low SER using + 4 –5 times fewer training blocks, so
haul system described above, using 2,000 km (20 spans, each
100-km long) of GIGDC fiber, assume strong-mode coupling
the overall complexity for initial adaptation to an unknown
with section length L sec = 1 km, neglect MDL, and assume
channel is lower for RLS than for LMS. For reference, Figure 8
also shows complexities for equalizing CD (using overlap-save
symbol rate R s = 32 Gbaud and oversampling rate ros = 2. Ini[19]) and MD for a known channel (using a cyclic prefix [24]),
tially, with the goal of achieving fast adaptation, we assume
assuming optimized block lengths.
N FFT = 2 11, 2 11, 2 9, 2 9 for D = 6, 12, 20, and 30, respectively,
which yields a fairly low cyclic prefix efficiency h CP ~80%. Later,
Discussion
we consider increasing N FFT to increase h CP toward 100%. We
We have considered adaptation to an initially unknown channel,
assume quaternary phase-shift keying and do not include errorwhich is readily modeled without making assumptions about
correction coding. We quantify signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) by
channel dynamics. Continuously tracking a channel in decisionthe transmitted signal power per mode divided by the noise
directed mode is critically important. Our simulations indicate
variance per mode at the receiver, choosing SNR = 10.5 dB . We
that continuous RLS adaptation would be effective, but at the
present Monte Carlo simulations averaged over random channel
cost of potentially prohibitive complexity and power consumpand symbol realizations.
tion. Alternatives for tracking include RLS adaptation at periFigure 7 illustrates equalizer convergence in terms of symodic intervals or continuous LMS adaptation. Evaluating
bol-error ratio (SER) versus training block number. Although
tracking performance requires models for channel dynamics,
N MD decreases with increasing D for these GIGDC fibers, the
such as one proposed for fibers with two mode groups (D = 6)
equalizer dimensionality scales as D 2, so the number of train[31]. Such models should be extended to larger D and validated
ing blocks required for convergence increases with increasing
experimentally.
D. For RLS, the number of training
GD spread is a key factor deterblocks needed for convergence is
Continuous RLS adaptation
mining the complexity, adaptation
roughly proportional to D (the
would be effective, but at the
speed and cyclic prefix efficiency of
curves nearly overlap when scaled
cost of potentially prohibitive
MIMO equalizers for MDM systems.
by D -1), and the knee and flat-SER
To manage GD spread, we have proregions of the adaptation curves
complexity and power
posed fibers with low uncoupled
occur at + 6D and + 15D, respecconsumption.
GD spread in conjunction with
tively. For LMS, the knees occur at
strong mode coupling described by a
+ 20D to + 30D, while the flatsection length L sec = 1 km. As noted in [22], [26], manufacturSER regime starts at + 50D to + 70D. Choosing the number of
training blocks n tr as the onset of the flat-SER region, the estiing process variations may increase the uncoupled GD spread
beyond its ideal value, while splices between fiber sections may
mated adaptation time Tadapt is + 3–5 ns for RLS and
be expected to lead to section lengths L sec of order 5 km.
+ 15- 25 ns for LMS. These should be compared with 25 µs,
the experimentally estimated time scale for mode-coupling
Obtaining the low coupled GD spread assumed here may
dynamics [10]. While LMS appears to converge fast enough, it
require intentionally perturbing the fiber in some way analosuffers from low cyclic prefix efficiency h CP ~80% and higher
gous to the “spinning” used to reduce PMD in SMF [32]. Fiber
designs for reduced GD spread and methods to enhance mode
asymptotic SERs. On the other hand, the convergence of RLS
coupling without increasing loss and MDL are important topics
appears to be faster than required, so N FFT can be quadrupled,
for future study.
yielding h CP ~95%. Moreover, RLS yields lower asymptotic
Given the present uncertainty about mode-coupling dynamSERs than LMS.
ics and coupled GD spreads achievable in long-haul fibers, the
Another important advantage of RLS over LMS is its robustMIMO FDE design parameters and performance and efficiency
ness for ill-conditioned channel matrices caused by MDL. In the
metrics provided here should be considered illustrative exampresence of MDL, RLS converges reliably, albeit to a higher
ples more than precise determinations.
asymptotic SER than in the absence of MDL. By contrast, LMS
In this article, we have focused on MIMO equalization,
must use a reduced step size to ensure convergence, which
which is one of several important signal processing functions
slows down convergence, and its asymptotic SER is degraded
in MDM systems. Optimization of other functions, such as
more than that of RLS [24]. Another advantage is that as the
carrier recovery, and the integration and hardware impleSNR increases, the asymptotic SER for RLS decreases more rapmentation of the various functions, are important topics for
idly than that for LMS [24].
future works.
The major drawback of RLS is the high adaptation complexity per step arising from the matrix operations in (10) and (11).
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